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March Madness:
club fair in full swing
by Abby Iblings
Photographer
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Courtney Klein, Sierra Holden, Shaelyn Huot, and Heather Smith man the National Honor Society
table during lunch. “We did a trivia contest about the school to show scholarships because that’s one of
our pillars,” says junior Heather Smith. The National Honor Society’s pillars, or values are scholarship,
leadership, character and service. This club is available to students who earn a 3.5 GPA or above, and is
invitation only.

This semester, LSHS decided to go about club fair in a whole new
way. All of the different clubs recieved one day during the entire
month of March to get students interested in joining their club. They
held doors, handed out candy, held events at lunch, played music during passing periods
and waved goodbye as buses left campus.
There is a total of 23 clubs participating in the March Madness Month.
This way, every club that wanted to be featured, could be and have more time to show
the student body what they are all about. The new idea was thought up for the individuality for the clubs themselves instead of a one day competition at lunches where each club
receives an area to hold an event and information table. Each club had to sign up for a day
to host their activities. They also shared information about their clubs over morning announcements. Some clubs, like FCCLA provided information, games and cookies or candy. GSA held doors and played music in the hallways. On their day, Dead Poets’ Society
showed the “Dead Poets’ Society” movie after school and provided trivia during lunch.
Magic the Gathering handed out Magic cards to students in the morning and on their
way to classes, so then at lunch there was a raffle using the cards.
This new kind of club fair allowed clubs to show off and get people interested in what
is going on around the school.

Hitting the right note for Voiceapella

Students come together to form new singing teams
by Noel Gasca
Features Editor

On February 26, Lake Stevens ASB
hosted the second annual Voiceapella. Over 30 students auditioned to
join one of the three teams to have a
chance of being part of this year’s winning team.

LSHS Lip Dub

The ever popular high school
phenomena that is the Lip Dub finally has been made a reality for
the students of Lake Stevens High
School. In previous years, poor efforts to bring a school wide lip dub have never come to
fruition. This year, according to the Lip Dub planner,
senior Isaac Pierce, things will be different.
“A Lip Dub has been attempted at Lake Stevens before, but this year we have taken a different route. This
year we got approval from administration to do it during
the actual school day, so it will be like an assembly. All
students will be able to participate. ”
Getting approval from administration to have the
Lip Dub during the day was a huge victory for the Lip
Dub team. Now that the Lip Dub is during the school
day, all students will be able to participate. Attempts to
bring the Lip Dub to LSHS in years’ past have relied on
time after school, and this resulted in a lack of student
involvement. This time, students will readily be able to
show their school spirit in front of the camera.
Only time will tell whether this year’s Lip Dub shall
be a success. However, to this point, this year’s Lip Dub
has been a real winner. It appears that the combination
of strong planning, student leadership and administrative involvement will be the talisman for this year’s version.
“The motivation of the group putting on the lip dub
will really propel it into becoming something special,”
Pierce said.
The Lake Stevens Lip Dub will be taped on Friday
April 3 and will feature a mix of three songs. Those
songs are “Uptown Funk” by Mark Ronson and Bruno
Mars, “Wake Me Up” (Before You Go Go) by WHAM!
and “Hey Ya”by Outkast.

by Aron Finholt
Staff Reporter

Each Voiceapella group’s team captain selected team members during the blind auditions. One of the team captains, senior Alisha Bontrager, remembers how difficult it was to create her team.
“I wasn’t just listening to if they were good right off the bat or not.
I understand how hard it can be, being nervous and all, so I had to listen carefully and if I heard their potential that’s when I would turn. Of
course I couldn’t turn for everyone so that made it especially hard, ” Bontrager said.
All three of the Voiceapella teams will compete again at the Talent
Show later this month on March 26. But until then, Bontrager will be
preparing her team so they can impress the judges.
Fellow teammate, senior Nico Loera knows the team has what it takes
to wow the judges and the audience.
“We really have been doing good working as a team. I feel like when
we fix some things we will be more ready than ever...be ready for your
mind to be blown,” Loera said.
Make sure to buy a ticket to this year’s talent show on March 26 and
see which Voiceapella team will win.
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New LSHS app improves the school
Students will be able to get all event details in one place
by Noel Gasca
Features Editor

To senior Tallon
Cote, improving the
school he attends has
always been a passion.
While most know of his involvement with
ASB and DECA, many don’t know about the
project he’s been working on for the past
year, an app that will connect the school’s
clubs, sporting events and students all in
one place, which is now available in Apple
and Android app stores as well.
“I was always really into improving the
school, especially through technology and
media. Social media and technology is the
most powerful communication [tool] we
have in this generation and what better way
to market events, games and clubs than
through a mobile application,” Cote said.
Fellow ASB member, junior Gabrielle
Mangaser, also thinks that the app will
make a positive influence on the school
and would provide organization for school
events.
“I think the app will be very useful in
reminding students of important events
so they won’t have to go on Twitter ‘Hey, is

it a spirit day tomorrow?’. I think it would
definitely help unify the school,” Mangaser
said.
While LSHS students already use the
Skyward app, Cote’s is very different and
can offer unique features to students.
“The Skyward app is simply to check a
student’s grades and see teacher and administration’s messages. This app brings in
student interaction and also promotes all of
the clubs and events [at LSHS],” said Cote.
Cote’s work on the app has been a series of stop and go’s due to questions from
administration regarding the safety of the
company Cote is working with to create the
app, Como. However, Cote is confident in
his work and knows that it will benefit the
school greatly.
“I feel like I have fought for it too much
and met with too many people to just let it
go… I am not letting it go in part because
I want to effectively communicate with the
student body and to set future students of
LSHS apart from other schools by having
a mobile app. It’s a helpful tool for ASB,
DECA, and any [other] clubs,” said Cote.
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Labor of love: After working on this app since his sophomore year, Cote’s LSHS events app is now available to students with Apple and Android devices. However, the app still requires constant work and
updates to keep students up to date. “ASB needs to keep it updated, along with the clubs who have pages
of their own,” Cote said.

Students trade spaces
Two homes can be better than one

Divorce can be an incredibly Jo Dixon enjoys spending time with each of her parents
frightening and upsetting event at their separate homes, it can become challenging at
in a teen’s life. While a person’s certain points of the year.
“The only times it’s difficult
family dynamic is changing,
is around the holidays. This is
new questions about where they will be living,
because every other year I
and who they will be living with, become
switch off what house I’m
a major concern. It can be an unsettling
at on which holiday and
and challenging process that can cause
it’s hard because I miss
occasional chaos.
out on things I enjoy doing
Although, for junior Amanda Mirante,
at each house. At my mom’s on Christwho alternates which parent she lives
mas Eve, we always go to my aunt’s
with each week, splitting her time
house to celebrate and exchange
between two households has progifts, but the years it’s my dad’s
vided a sense of balance.
turn I don’t get to do that,”
“Sometimes it is nice to
Dixon said.
have different atmospheres,
While some parts of the
my dad’s can be more crazy and
year make living in more than one
my mom’s can be more calm. So
home challenging, Dixon believes
sometimes it is nice to have an even
that her lifestyle post her parents’
balance of environments,” Mirante
divorce has turned her into a more
said.
self-sufficient person.
One major source of anxiety for
“It has taught me to be more
people who are transitioning into living between two homes is how they PHOTO COURTESY OF CREATIVECOMMONS.ORG independent and responsible for
myself. I’ve matured a lot and have
are going to keep track of their
figured out how to do things on my own before asking
personal belongings like clothing
my parents
for help and having them do everyor school books. While the process
thing for me instead,” Dixon said.
becomes easier over time, Mirante
Despite the challenges that
admits that it wasn’t easy at first.
may arise due to living in two
“It is very difficult to switch beseparate homes, Dixon believes
tween houses. I always seem to forget
that the rewards outweigh the challenges
something at one house and it can be stressful to
forget. Before I had a car and my license, it was a lot and provide for a much calmer, peaceful home life.
“Look at it as a positive thing. Separate homes
harder to get something because I felt bad asking for
my parents to drive over to get it for me or drop it off,” means you get a chance to be close and connect with
both your parents at different times. It’s better to live in
Mirante said.
Other difficulties that can occur while living in two two households without arguing than in one with conhouseholds is dividing time evenly. While senior Billi stant arguing,” Dixon said.

by Noel Gasca
Features Editor

We asked,
you answered.
What kinds of challenges does
living between two households
create for you?
“When you need something
from another house like textbooks or clothes. Also, when
one parent comes to pick
you up from another parent’s
house it’s awkward. - junior
Savannah
Ibatuan

“There are different rules
in my dad’s house and different expectations from both
of them,” - junior Brittney
Knauts
PHOTOS BY ABBY IBLINGS

“[The] hardest part is trying to make time for both
parents” - senior Camryn
Dietrich
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Vikings begin spring sports
Batter
Up:
The
team
practices for
its upcoming matches.
Baseball
season has
officially begun and the
team is ready
for upcoming
games. They
have
been
practicing really hard to
start off the
season with
a solid record. They’re
next game
is Saturday
March
28
against Central Kitsap
High School.

M a k i n g
goals: The
boys soccer
practices
for upcoming games.
The team is
comprised
of
many
promising players
who hope
to continue
the legacy
of a winning team.
Coach Andy
Knutson
is very excited to be
coaching
these potential professional soccer players.
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Hitting
a
home run:
Junior Fernanda Peña
warms up
her throwing arm during practice.
Softball
has started
off with another winning season.
Coach Sarah Hirsch
is very excited
for
the upcoming games
after their
win against
Stanwood,
winning
16-2.The
team hopes
to continue
this record.

Hitting the
green: Senior,
Kaitlyn Kurisi perfects her
swing during
a golf match.
Golf has been
doing even
better
this
season and
Coach Palmer
couldn’t be
more proud.
The
girls
played Marysville-Getchel
on March 18.
They
won
with a score of
303-252. The
boys came in
third, beating
Monroe, but
not Kamiak
and Mount
Ve r n o n .
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Going the
distance:
J u n i o r
Kevin Call
practices
his javelin
t h r o w s
b e f o r e
he
competes
in
the meet.
T h e y
have been
training
non
stop
every day
during the
week.
In
the
first
meet they
competed
against
Edmonds
Wo o d w a y
and Meadowdale on
March 19.

T a r g e t
practice:
Girls tennis has begun
and
the
team
is very excited
for
upcoming
matches.
So far the
team
has
played Oak
H a r b o r
and the Vikings won
7-1.
The
girls hope
to continue
this season
with more
exciting
matches
and
even
more wins
than
last
season.
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Two more state titles for LSHS Vikings
Vigoren and Soler defend their positions
by Aron Finholt
Photographer

Lake Stevens wrestling added two more individual state championships to its illustrious
list of titles at this year’s Mat Classic in Tacoma.
Senior Cody Vigoren finished another dominant season with four straight pins to claim his second straight state
championship at 195lbs. Vigoren knows that his success has made
him a target for many wrestlers.
“I have a target on my back. I take every match very seriously. I
wrestle every match like it’s the national finals,” said senior Cody Vigoren.
Vigoren’s high school career culminated with a pin against Tahoma’s Adam Hokenson. Unlike many Washington wrestlers, Vigoren’s
decorated wrestling career will not end under the lights of the Tacoma
Dome. Vigoren will be wrestling for the University of Wyoming, a division 1 wrestling powerhouse, next winter.
“[In Wyoming] nothing will be easy, and I’m prepared for that.
Mental toughness, sacrifice, and determination will be an everyday
necessity.” Vigoren made it clear that he has big plans at the next level, “I want to make it to the top, not just at state, but at the NCAA D1
Championships.”
Two time defending champion and Lake Stevens junior, Michael
Soler also successfully defended his championship crown at the Mat

Classic. In his first two high school wrestling seasons, Soler captured
back-to-back state championships with thrilling performances in
the state finals. Seemingly unbeatable, Soler entered this season’s
Mat Classic as a surprising underdog. His route to the championship
match was the hardest of his career.
“That was definitely the most difficult state tournament I have had.
I had to beat a kid who beat me earlier in the year in the semi (finals),”
said Soler.
Soler’s finals opponent, Timmy Martinez of Pasco High School,
was his most challenging match of the weekend.
“I knew I had a really good opponent in the finals,” Soler said, “but
that didn’t affect how I mentally prepared for the match.”
Soler added that he treated this match like any other.
“I had already put the work in, all I had to do was go out and compete, “ said Soler on his preparation for the finals.
Soler was able to defeat the defending champion and capture a decision in the final by a score of 5-4. Soler, now a three-time state champion, still has his senior year of high school wrestling ahead of him.
Only Burke Barnes, class of 2002, has won more state championships for Lake Stevens than Soler at 4. With one year left, Soler has the
opportunity to capture the rare four-peat state title and match Burke
Barnes for the most state titles in Lake Stevens history.
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Taking it all: Senior Cody Vigoren takes down his opponent during his match at Senior Night. Vigoren and junior Michael Soler
went to state for wrestling this March with a huge goal—to win.
Soler was the underdog but proved he was much more than that.

WIAA champion

Reid earns first state title
by Abby Iblings
Photographer

After years of
preparation, senior
diver Chase Reid
won the state diving

championship.
Reid, winner of the one meter State
Diving Championship and in the 100
freestyle, started diving freshman
year and has been ever since.
Reid dives year round at Pacific
Northwest Diving Club in Seattle to
prepare himself for the swim seasons.
He has been swimming and diving in
the club since 8th grade . He discovered he loved diving when he joined
the Lake Stevens High School swim
team during freshman year; he then
started working towards a big goal.
Coming into this season, Chase
was goal-oriented, and he made his
goal a reality.
“I was confident I would win it all,

I’ve had a goal to go undefeated all
season and I did that,” senior Chase
Reid said.
Reid has been to state in both
swimming and diving for the past
three years, but finally went all the
way and won. He finished with a final
score of 476.15 points. Although during the dive his feet are said to hit the
board he was still awarded champion
for all the rest of the dives he’s done.
“I’m glad I was able to accomplish
it, it’s been my goal for the last couple
years. I’m glad I got to do this as a senior,” Reid said.
As well as diving, Reid is involved
in a total of four sports, cross country,
pole vaulting, track, and swimming.
His strength, skill, and dedication
has brought him far, and he hopes to
continue through college and beyond.
PHOTO BY JACK JOSS

For the win:
Chase Reid
makes one of
his final dives.
This took him
to the finals
to win the
WIAA championship. During his senior
year at LSHS
he finally did,
“I was confident I would
win it all,”
Reid said in
an interview.
This is Reid’s
first overall
state
win.

Treks across the West
While living in the Pacific Northwest, it’s very easy to get caught up
in the cold, gloomy weather. While all
of this may seem nice, what happened
to getting out and exploring? One can’t
spend every weekend staying in this little
town. Traveling can be very expensive, but
it’s still possible to get out and see the world.
A great way to get out and do something new is
to go on a hike. Spending a day trekking through
the wilderness is affordable, great to do with a big
group of friends, and refreshing—something new can
be seen everytime. Luckily, the beautiful mountains
provide several different hiking locations that can keep
anyone on their toes.
Some of the following locations are a little out of the way,
although there are several places to explore around the sound,
some of the most amazing views can be found in the mountains.
About an hour away from us in Gold Bar, and an amazing hike up
to a 265 foot waterfall, Wallace Falls provides a stunning view. This
trail starts out by coming to a well-marked fork in the road with the
left side leading down a railroad that is no longer in use to a much
easier hike, and the right leads to a steeper more interesting wooded trail. Also about an hour away, Boulder
River Trail in Darrington is a beautiful
old growth forest along a river, chock
full of waterfalls. This very popular trail takes about three and
a half hours to hike, and
provides many places
to stop and rest if
needed. Another

by Madison Hawes
Design Editor

option in Darrington—a much shorter easier trail but equally as
stunning—Heather Lake Trail provides views of an a glistening alpine lake as well as crisp mountain views and meadows of wildflowers. This hike is also popular during the winter months as many like
to ice skate on the lake once it is frozen.
If something farther away is not out of the question - about an
hour away from Lake Stevens in Sedro Woolley—Anderson Lakes,
a part of Mt. Baker’s beautiful scenery has several different trails
to take and ranges from very easy hikes with plentiful rest stops to
very steep challenging hikes. Because of the long drive, these trails
are not too crowded.
If a closer location is more of
a convenience, the Big Four Ice
Caves is a great option that everyone should get a chance to see.
Right outside Lake Stevens in
Granite Falls, one can find a
large mountain base towering over onlookers at 6,135
feet that is just near ice
fields as well as beautiful ice caves. These locations are just a few
out of hundreds one
can find here in
Washington. Take
advantage
of
the wonderful
scenery; don’t
spend
another weekend
inside
retweeting photos of
these places, go out and experience them!

Excursions within the sound await
by Aron Finholt
Staff Reporter

Cascadia, more commonly referred to as the Pacific Northwest,
is one of the most interesting cultural regions in North America. The
birthplace of grunge and coffee has more than its fair
share of places of interest. Tourists flock to see Seattle,
Vancouver B.C., Portland and the surrounding wildlife.
However, citizens of this diverse region can sometimes
overlook what is happening around them.
People living around the
Northwest are missing
out on fantastic sightseeing, and cultural experiences that makes
the
Northwest
unique. The old
excuse of lack
of
transportation does not apply here; public
transportation
has made it possible to easily access each of the
following Northwest getaways.
Space Needle
As the cultural
hub for the greater Northwest, Seattle is the home
of many unique

landmarks. Although the city is stocked full of them,
none are bigger than the structure that dominates the
Seattle skyline, the Space Needle. The Space Needle
defines Seattle’s image and is the first thing tourists
think of when Seattle crosses their minds. Built in 1962
for the World’s Fair in Seattle, its elevators have seen
millions of tourists. Jump aboard the historical monorail, which also was built during the world’s fair, and
take a short five minute trip from Westlake center to
the Space Needle. After climbing 605 feet into the air
aboard the external elevators, spectators are treated to
a stunning 360 degree view of the Puget Sound area.
Visitors may lengthen their visit to the needle by enjoying dinner at SkyCity, a restaurant atop the needle.This
extraordinary visit to the top of Seattle’s iconic tower
will cost a mere $19.
Pike Place Market
Sharing Seattle’s spotlight is Pike Place Market, one
of the longest tenured farmers markets in the United
States, which has been welcoming customers and tourists since 1907. Sitting on a hill overlooking Elliot Bay,
the Seattle icon provides tourists with a perfect mixture
of sightseeing and cultural relevance. The world famous
coffee chain Starbucks first began its empire at Pike
Place Market, and its inaugural store remains open to
this day. Hundreds of people walk through its historical
doorway everyday to see just where the coffee giant was
born. Another popular attraction of Pike’s is the world
famous fishmongers of Pike Place Fish. These workers toss salmon and other large fish over the heads of
passersby to the joy of the crowd. The brass “Pigs on
Parade” can be spotted in many spots throughout the
market and street performers are regulars during the
hours of the market. Entrance to the market is free, but

it is not unheard of to find many things worth buying
from the market.
Puget Sound
The picturesque waterway of Puget Sound provides
Washington with some of the most beautiful scenes
that America has to offer. The southern portion of the
Salish Sea, Puget Sound can be seen from every large
city in Western Washington and many small towns.
Two thousand five hundred miles of beaches surround
the Sound, supplying residents and tourists with ample number of rocky, and a few sandy, beaches. Alki
Beach in Seattle is a popular destination for beach
goers, as it is one of the very few sand beaches on the
east side of the Olympic Mountains. Journeys to the
Islands of Bainbridge, Vashon and Whidbey aboard
the famed ferries of Washington are also popular day
trips for locals and tourists alike. Climb aboard
the WSDOT Ferry and venture to the islands of
the Puget Sound for the miniscule price of
$5 round trip, making visits affordable and
worthwhile for everyone.
The Puget Sound is a fantastically diverse
region full of culture, nature and hidden travel destinations. Locals have access to these
popular landmarks all year round, but somehow find a way to miss out on these incredible experiences. Using buses, trains, ferries
and shuttles, Washingtonians have unlimited opportunities to experience the culture
of the Northwest on a tight budget. Instead
of sitting at home, wasting away the day, go
out and explore the incredible region that is
the Pacific Northwest; home of grunge, coffee, flannels, rain and much, much more.

Student adventures
across the globe
What was your favorite destination?
by Addy Tibbits
Staff Reporter

Senior Bucket List:
by Addy Tibbits
Staff Reporter

Cody Anderson (senior)

Vera Macabalo (junior)

Japan

The Philippines

“In Japan I stayed in an old fashioned hotel that had tatami mats
and sliding paper doors, it was
really cool.”

“It’s my home country. It really like the
mountains and tererain hiking and the
beaches there are perfect.”

Take an
early morning hike
to watch the sunrise
Go stargazing with a
group of friends

Ride the
Seattle Great Wheel
Go out to dinner with
a friend and use fake
names or a fake
accent
Go on a
destinationless road
trip, and explore new
towns

Liam Quigley (junior)
Germany
“I’ve been to five of the seven continents, I’ve
been all over Asia, Europe and Africa. But I really like Germany. I went to this really cool place
called Fockelberg during Christmas time.”

Hidden treasures
The West Coast is filled
with some of the most
exciting places that teens
generally flock to every
spring and summer. There are some obvious
hot spots that many people generally think of
when they plan a trip to the West Coast, whether it’s hanging out on the beaches in Malibu, or
walking across the Golden Gate Bridge, exploring Lincoln City or running across Long Beach.
Oftentimes these cool West Coast spots that so
many people explore can end up too overcrowded with people and become less relaxing.
Overcrowded places and the same old scenery don’t always interest everyone during the
spring and summer; however, taking a look at
this list that may just pinpoint some of the most
underrated places on the West Coast that might
want to be put on the top of the list.
When planning the perfect tropical getaway, that won’t break the bank, Mcway Falls
in California (which is only three hours south of
San Francisco) is a quiet serene state park that
holds a small beach at the bottom of a cordillera (an extensive chain of mountains or mountain ranges). These falls are so picturesque and
postcard worthy that it’s a surprise most Californian tourists haven’t flocked to it yet. The
cove contains palm trees, pristine white sand,

by Britty Lamberty
Editor-in-chief

coral rocks and a hill that separates it from being seen from anywhere else. This is the perfect
spot on the California coast to stop for a picnic, an Instagram-worthy picture, or to have a
splash in the ocean.
Although beautiful scenery is a must, some
put hiking on the top of their lists, Cape Perpetua is the perfect underrated beach and hiking
spot that sits on the Oregon coastline. There are
beautiful viewpoints from both the beach and
the top of the hill if a hike is part of the plan.
Looking down towards the beach, there are
rugged rocks and a coastline with a 180 degree
view. However, looking up, visitors will see a
vibrant green forest. Talk about two sceneries
in one.
When looking to stay in state this season,
there’s plenty of underappreciated towns right
here in Washington waiting to be explored. Only
twenty minutes east of Port Angeles, the town
of Sequim attracts the outdoorsy type. Hiking
along the Olympic Discovery trail and watching
the sunset over one of the most beautiful lavender farms—sounds like the perfect getaway,
without getting too far away from home.
The West Coast has some of the most impressive spots for family and friends to visit when
the weather gets warmer. Since these spots
aren’t high traffic areas get out and explore!

Have a shopping cart race

Glorify the
town with chalk art
on a nice day
Go to a
drive-in movie with
friends
Create a time
capsule with
letters to your future
self or memorable items
Say Yes to everything for
a day, take chances!
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Feminism: A movement far from over
Global problem prevents progress for women

Feminism is often misconstrued as male bashing, a fight for women dominance, and recently through
media, an idea constructed to make it seem as though we no longer need the movement. In actuality, feminism is simply a way to shine a light on the capabilities of women in a way that balances out their comparison to men. This is an act by both men and women to create gender equality and to enlighten both sides
of the spectrum. This generation is more than capable of this type of equality, but remains uneducated on
the issue.
Unfortunately, feminists, on behalf of all women, are still addressing major issues in the United States.
Making up nearly half of the workforce, females make a mere 78¢ on the dollar compared to men according
to Institution for Women’s Policy Research. This is startling due to the fact that women receive more college and graduate degrees than men. Women are now 33% more likely than men to earn a college degree,
according to a study done by the Bureau of Labor and Statistics. There needs to be a balance of both men
and women receiving an education and having powerful roles in the workforce. It used to be that men were
always the “bread-winners;” however, that is no longer the case and women’s salaries should be balanced.
Another issue that many are still unaware of is the fact that Asian and white American women have
higher weekly wages compared to African American, Hispanic or Latina women. On average, these women
receive take-home pay of only 53% of that of a white male (who still receives the largest amount of pay in
the workforce). This issue needs to be resolved in order for the rate of poverty for working class women to
be cut in half.
Although women’s economic roles in the United States are a large issue for feminism, another struggle
that women deal with today is the concept of body image. Women have struggled severely with obtaining
the correct body image to please other people, and dealing with the conflicting issue of whether or not
they’re allowed to even show parts of their body. In 2014, “Free the Nipple,” a movie (and now movement)
was released to fight against female oppression and censorship against the body. This movie shined a light
on the fact that to this day, it is illegal in 35 states for women to be topless or breastfeed in public. In some
states, even an exposed nipple could land a woman three years in jail.
This equality issue doesn’t stop in America. Worldwide women’s bodies are bought and sold. Even further in some countries, it is permitted for men to severely punish women based merely on suspicion of
wrong-doing. Punishments often come in the form of domestic violence and even “honor killings,” in which
women may be “accidentally” burned to death. The term “accidentally” is commonly used by men and their
familes to cover up their actions as a murder.
In other countries, religion and tradition are used as a barrier for equal rights between men and women.
Governments around the world are turning their heads when it comes to protecting women from violence
and discrimination, female genital mutilation and rape. Although some countries are standing up in ways
to increase the protection of women. In India a nationwide outcry against rape sparked several violent protests, which led the Indian government to push through legislation to double the prison terms for rapists to
20 years. The government also made progross toward criminalizing the stalking and trafficking of women
(which has been an ongoing problem for decades and involves the exploitation of women and children in
the form of slavery).
Reasons such as these carry the purpose of feminism. This movement was never meant to give the
world a solely matriarchal society, but rather to abolish the patriarchy. Males and females deserve to have
equal rights and power in this day and age. Unfair treatment against women needs to be stopped, by both
genders. We live in a world where everything is able to be broadcasted; however the fact that terrible treatment against women is still going unnoticed by many is unjust. Feminism has never exclusively been about
women and has never been a hate towards men. Feminism is the way for men and women to be on equal
ground, and society hasn’t completely come to terms with this. It is a movement that our society will need
to rekindle if our world ever wants to be as “one” in the coming years, decades, and centuries.

Fact or fiction? What you’re not being told.
Myth: Men
work more
than women.

Reality: Women work
2/3 of the world’s hours,
yet earn 1/10 of the
world’s income.

Myth: Girls have
the choice when
and whom to
marry to marry.

Myth: Men
and women
provide
equal portions to the
economy.

Myth: Women
have a much
easier pregnancy now,
than they did
long ago.

Reality: Every
day, 39,000 girls
are forced into
early marriage.

Reality: More than 100
countries have laws on
the books that restrict
women’s participation
in the economy.

Reality: One in four
women are physically or sexually
abused during her
pregnancy.

- Madison Hawes

Letter from the editor,
As the weather gets nicer and the sun starts popping out from behind those clouds that seem
to hang around for so long, more people seem to be getting out of the house. And suddenly,
people’s “Sunday movie day” seems to change to a day of hiking Mount Rainier or taking a ferry
around the Puget Sound.
However, as the weather does get nicer, that still doesn’t seem to stop some people from getting out of the house. Excuses such as, “I work at five,” “I’ve got a lot of homework” or “I didn’t
get much sleep last night” are thrown out there, just so we can sit in the comfort of our homes. It’s
easy to make excuses like these, and just stay home, where we find ourselves most comfortable.
This issue of the Valhalla, is dedicated to the warmer weather and sunnier days that we’re
bound to have sooner or later, and that we should take advantage of those days as more and more
of them arrive.
Living in the Pacific Northwest, we’re so lucky to live in one of the most beautiful places in the
world — that’s a fact. Let’s start taking advantage of that beauty that is literally right outside our
door.
I constantly hear people my own age say that they, want to go here and there, usually to places
that are halfway across the world, nearly impossible to see until we can save up the money for a
plane ticket. Let’s stop simply dreaming about places that are a little out of our reach and start
enjoying and living in the beautiful place that is here, all around us.

- Editor-in-Chief,Britty Lamberty
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Media tells lies to teens about image
Boys and girls feel pressure to conform to society

themselves and should feel sure of who they are. So- self harming.
There will always be pressure to apThe feeling of inadequacy seems all too familiar in
ciety robs that feeling and leaves teens doubting
pear perfect. Society sends the degradwho they are and fretting over flaws today’s culture. Seven in ten girls believe that they are
ing message of “you’re not
that are non-existent. All shapes and not good enough, including looks, academic perforgood enough” to teens
sizes should be accepted because mance and relationships according to www.dosomedaily.
It’s seen on
no one is physically perfect. So- thing.org. In today’s culture, it can be hard to accept
television, social meciety’s view of perfection is just one’s physical build and appearance, especially with
dia, advertisements
not something that young peo- all kinds of media screaming lies about how someone
and at school. The
should dress and look.
ple should strive to be.
problem is that this
No one should have to conform to society’s ideas
People tend to associate
misleading
mespressure from media and about outward appearance. Teens are subjected to
sage is not directly
similar topics with teen- expectations that are unrealistic and demeaning, misstated throughout
age girls, assuming that guiding them and making them feel insecure. Teens
our culture. It’s
only women go through should feel content and happy with exactly who they
hidden in snapthe struggle of body image, are and what they look like, because nobody can beshots of high-end
with self worth. Yes, this is come flawless in the eyes of society.
models, celebrity
a female issue, but it applies
icons, cliques on
to teenage males too. One in
campus and even
four people with eating discommercials. What
orders are actually men, and
may seem innocent
43% of men are dissatisfied
or unintentional can
POLL CONDUCTED DURING
with their bodies according to
actually cut down a
FIRST, SECOND, AND THIRD
National Eating Disorders Asteenager’s self esteem.
LUNCHES
sociation. Society paints a
Students who long
picture in teens’ minds of
for popularity, girls who
what “attractive” looks
wish they had a flawless aplike and “smart” and “funny” as
pearance and boys who hope for a chiswell. In trying to become the imeled body are affected by the standards that
age that society has created in
society “sets.” These standards are reflected
that peoples minds, they tear
daily through media. It’s seen on social media,
themselves down in the protelevision, magazines and much more. Teencess of what seems to be
agers begin to believe that they need to look
“building” up themlike what they see in pictures, which are actuselves. Teens turn
ally photoshopped to perfection. People can
to starving themso easily compare themselves without even
selves, dressing
thinking about it. Our cultures’ perception
Endless hours of “Gossip Girl” to catch up on in the comfor the wrong
of “want” and “need” seem to be almost
forts of home seems very inviting and like a great way to
kind of attenidentical. Today, teens so badly want to
spend a weekend. Except, there are better ways to spend
tion, workbe accepted that they believe it’s a necestime. Teenagers spend up to 50 hours a week watching TV,
ing out exsity when really, striving to meet society’s
according to Science Daily statistics. That’s just over seven
cessively,
standards will always leave a person feeling
hours a day spent in front of a glowing screen, watching acand some
unfulfilled.
tors live a scripted life. Spending time watching TV is very
even begin
All teenagers deserve to feel confident in
similar to spending time asleep, except that there are fewer
benefits than rewards. Going out into the world and creating memories from personal experiences are important in
personal growth as a teenager.
Every minute spent sitting in front of the TV is wasting
another minute that could be spent on developing a new
hobby. There is so little time to be a teenager, where teens
can still rely on parents, and there is time to have fun with
friends. Pretty soon, college will have passed by and young
adults will be applying for jobs so that they can support
themselves and won’t have as much free time to spend participating in favorite hobbies, the way they do now. Looking back, teens will wish they would have spent free days a
little better, instead of wasting it watching Netflix. Instead
of looking back in ten years thinking should’ve, could’ve,
would’ve, why not start now and turn off the TV and pick up
a new hobby to try? There are endless numbers of pictures
to take, books to read, and art to create that are being left
untouched because of TV. Instead of spending time cooped
up indoors, spend time exploring the world outside.
Netflix is not all bad, and neither is TV. Watching a few
hours of TV a week is normal and a great source of entertainment. But, finding an activity to fill extra time with
will motivate teenagers into making the days count before
they’re out of the house and on their own.
Make the days count by finding a hobby that doesn’t involve staring at a screen, being sucked into a new show. Participating in activities that excite will benefit a productive
life more than any movie that can be found on Netflix.

At what age were you
aﬀected by others?

0-10 years old: 24%

11-14 years old: 68%

- Addy Tibbits

15-18 years old: 8%

Breaking up
with Netﬂix

What has aﬀected the way
you look at yourself?
Magazines

Social Media

13%

61%

Television/movies

26%

POLL CONDUCTED
DURING FIRST,
SECOND, AND THIRD
LUNCHES

- Sophie Swanson
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LSHS student paves way for insta-fame

Chelsea Toves recieves attention from Instagram photos
by Britty Lamberty
Editor-in-chief

Instagram has become one of
the most popular social media
platforms. Young adults have
used the phone app as a way to
post their life in photos. For some, it’s been a way to
share with the world what they had for lunch, what they
are wearing, how they spent their Friday night, or who
their #womencrushwednesday was.
However, for another group of people, it’s been a way
to discover places, meet new people, inspire others, and
of course, become inspired themselves.
Senior Chelsea Toves joined Instagram along with
most of us a few years ago. However, her outlook on the
app quickly changed when new opportunities arose.
“One year ago I started to post nature and scenic photography. Before that I used to travel, go on road trips
a lot with my family — places all over Washington and
in Oregon. Thinking about it, I would take photos of my
family at the location we were at,” Toves said.
Toves used editing apps such as VSCO to personalize
and edit her photos, which made the photos she took of
her friends and family, stand out from everyone else’s
photos on Instagram.
However, while Toves’ love of taking photos grew, her
opportunities to meet other photographers like her became possible. Toves began to attend “Instameets” all
around Washington which served as a way to connect
her with more people who also took unique photos on
Instagram.
“An Instameet is a group of people, usually photographers that are on Instagram that meet up at a certain
location. We all take photos, meet new people, etc. The
first time I heard about them was from my old
friend who took me to my first Instameet in Seattle a
year ago.

Usually people I follow [on Instagram] announce Instameets and you just attend,” Toves said.
Since Toves’ started attending Instameets, her world
on Instagram has changed significantly. As Toves’
photos changed from family portraits, to scenic photography, her photos also received more recognition.
Instagram accounts that varied from having 10,000 to
50,000 followers, began posting Toves’ photos on their
accounts. This resulted in Toves’ Instagram account to
become more well known within the Instagram community. Since this transition of Toves’ photos on Instagram, she’s been able to accumulate 10,000 (and counting) followers on Instagram.
“I have been doing what I am doing currently on Instagram for a year now. It took me a year to gain 10,000
followers. I remember back in May or June of 2014, I
hit 2,000 followers. So this last August was when I really started gaining followers. I don’t ever keep track
of how many I gain a day. I would credit the accounts
that [have] featured my photos,” Toves said.
Toves has used the beauty of our state to capture outstanding photos for her Instagram. However, Toves is
not the only one who’s enjoyed doing this. Instagram
friends, from all over the state have contacted her to
join along with her weekend adventures, spotting out
the next place that may be “Instagram” worthy.
“I try to go on adventures every Saturday and if we
don’t have school on Mondays, then I go on Monday’s
as well. We [Instagrammers] just look up places that
we’ve been wanting to go and invite our friends. Going
outside, going to beautiful places, inspires me to take
the photos I take. I definitely credit both Instagrammers
and the beauty of the Pacific Northwest,” Toves said.
What started out as something Toves could look
forward to every weekend, a carefree and unpredictable hobby, soon turned into a career
opportunity. Once Toves was contacted by
multiple companies, her opportunities
as a photographer and Instagrammer
changed even more.

“I began to get contacted by companies to take photos
for them just this year actually. Last December I worked
with an app called Lens Distortions which was super
awesome. Currently, I am working with Krochet Kids
and Daniel Wellington Watches. A few other companies have contacted me. I take photos of their products
and post the photos on Instagram. This benefits both
the company and [me] because I get awesome items, I
get to work with companies and that teach me life skills.
And also I give the companies publicity,” Toves said.
Toves’ photos on Instagram, have given her a major
following, worldwide publicity, and a new way of sharing her love of taking photos. At age 17, the world of taking photos is in her hands. And at this point, anything
is possible for Toves. Like many passion seekers, Toves
has a specific goal in mind for her future using Instagram.
“Some would disagree with my goal but I would say to
get suggested on Instagram. Getting suggested on Instagram means that the account on Instagram [@Instagram] follows you for two weeks and you gain thousands
of followers from around the world. I’ve seen people
gain 100,000 within those two weeks. That has always
been my goal. A year from now I would like to see myself
grow as a photographer. To be happy with how my feed
looks and not to post just to post. Post what I am 100%
always proud of,” Toves said.
Whether or not Toves reaches her goal to be featured by Instagram, her plans of taking photos won’t
be coming to an end anytime soon. Toves is currently
taking graphic arts classes at EVCC, and she hopes to
be a Graphic Designer and part time photographer as a
future career.
Whether Toves’ photos end up on the Instagram account, the beauty of her
photos will continue to inspire
others.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF CHELSEA TOVES

Follow

Chelsea
Toves
@awchels
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Designers debut looks
by Hannah Mulvey
Sports Editor

PHOTO COURTESY OF CREATIVECOMMONS.ORG

Britty’s Songs of
the Month

I can almost see you –Hammuck
Exist – Arcade Fire
Departures – Baths
I’m with you – Grouplove
Fool for love – Lord Huron
Guns – Chvrches
Deadbeat summer – Neon Indian
Amsterdam – Peter Bjorn and John
Small town moon – Regina Spektor
Charlie Brown – Coldplay
Chicago – Sufjan Stevens
Heart is a drum – Beck
La la love you – Pixies
When I’m with you – Best Coast
Om Nashi Me – Edward Sharpe
and the Magnetic Zeros
Ragged Wood – Fleet Foxes

This year fashion week
produced a lot of surprises,
good and bad. Betsey Johnson
proved once again that even
at 71 years old, fashion and the younger crowd is her
forte. Chanel debuted at Paris Fashion Week, a new
restaurant in the heart of Paris, called The Grand
Palais. This Fashion Week has already proved to be
unforgettable.
Valentino has always owned Fashion Week, with
his subtle outfits and celebrity packed front row. In
honor of the upcoming “Zoolander 2”, Ben Stiller and
Owen Wilson walked the runway to promote Valentino’s designs and the movie. They posed like professional models, and showcased their runway walks.
Besides celebrities walking the runway, the outfits
the models wore were the highlight of this season.
Many of the designers chose to go neutral and clean
cut rather than something outrageous. Victoria Beck-

ham, of course stayed with the neutral theme with
black as one of the main colors for most of the outfits.
However Betsey Johnson was an exception. Every
year Johnson has something even more extravagant
to show the world. This year was based on feeling
like a woman, she told the press. Johnson decided
that instead of the models being the average female
model, she would have what she stated were everyday
drag queens. Besides that, the looks she created were
lingerie-based; many looks wore less than desirable
amount of material with extreme amounts of lace.
Even though it is extreme, it’s expected from Betsey
Johnson.
Overall, this season’s Fashion Week has been
a game changer. With some of the cast of Zoolander and wild looks from Betsey Johnson, that goes
to show that fashion week is one of the most talked
about events every season.

Top award moments

PHOTOS COURTESY OF CREATIVECOMMONS.ORG

by Noel Gasca
Features Editor

Messages about feminism, domestic abuse, and race take the awards for the best moments of this year’s award season.
10. Sia’s performance of “Chandelier” with accompaniment by comedian Kristen Wiig
9. Kanye West lets Beck finish
8. Tina Fey and Amy Poehler’s final Golden Globe opening monologue
7. Rihanna, Kanye West, and Paul McCartney’s performance of “FourFiveSeconds”
6. Lady Gaga’s “Sound of Music” tribute
5. Rihanna’s pink cupcake dress
4. “Imitation Game” Screenwriter Graham Moore’s suicide awareness acceptance speech
3. Common and John Legend’s performance of “Glory”: Common and Legend’s performance was easily the most emotional moment of the Oscars. As eloquently stated by Legend, “We live in the most incarcerated
country in the world. There are more black men under correctional control today than were under slavery in 1850.
When people are marching with our song, we want to tell you, ‘We are with you. We see you. We love you. And
march on.”
2. President Obama’s call to take a stand against sexual assault and domestic violence at The
Grammy’s: This year, President Obama contributed a taped message urging those in the music industry to
stand up against abuse.“Artists have a unique power to change minds and attitudes, and get us thinking and talking about what matters,” Obama said. “And all of us, in our own lives, have the power to set an example. Join our
campaign to stop this violence.” The message was followed by a survivor of domestic abuse, Brooke Axtell, who
shared that she was alive today because she sought help at a domestic violence center.
1. Patricia Arquette’s acceptance speech for best supporting actress: Many Oscar winners used their
speech to bring current social issues to light, and Arquette was no exception. Arquette confidently and powerfully exclaimed, “To every woman who gave birth, to every taxpayer and citizen of this nation, we have fought for
everybody else’s equal rights, it’s our time to have wage equality once and for all, and equal rights for women in
the United States of America.”

The Valhalla would like to clarify that the production ‘Fame’ that the Drama Club is
putting on is a play with musical elements.
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Fats suits should be kept off campus
Today, teens struggle with body image more than ever. We are constantly inundated with images of what the “perfect” body, hair, and face look like. Every time we
go on the Internet, turn on the TV or even walk down the magazine aisle at the grocery store, we see images that our society deem as “attractive.” While we can’t escape
these body standards on the platforms mentioned above, we should be able to avoid them when we go to school, a place that should emphasize learning, respect, and
kindness over what someone looks like, and that is why what happened at Voiceapella was so disheartening.
This year’s Voiceapella should have been a night that showcased students’ vocal talents, especially since the night was mimicking the idea of the hit television
show, “The Voice,” in which participants audition to judges with turned backs. This concept adds an element of surprise for the judges when they can finally match
an incredible voice to the face of the actual person singing. The show itself emphasizes the idea that the physical appearance of a performer is not what truly matters,
but rather, one’s voice.
After a few performances by talented students, one of the “fakeouts” provided by the Leadership class came on stage. The fakeout featured two students in fat suits,
singing a popular song from High School Musical “Bop to the Top.” The students jiggled their “bodies”, and the audience erupted in laughter.
While fat suits have been used in comedy and the media since the 1950s and has been used in popular comedies such as “Friends” and “The Fresh Prince of BelAir”, the gag is demeaning. Using someone’s race, religion, gender, or sexual orientation as a punchline will never be funny. Neither will be using someone’s weight.
By having two students put on fat suits and allowing them to perform and make jokes, it’s allowing some students at LSHS to feel as they are the punchline. The
performance perpetuated stereotypes that fat people are dumb, with one performer asking “McDonald’s is a gym, right?” and that overweight people only eat McDonald’s. The perpetuation of these stereotypes are harmful to our campus and disrespectful to students who have struggled with their weight in the past or currently
are. It’s also incredibly disappointing to know that students in Leadership were a part of this. As someone who is in Leadership, I know that the class has had dozens
of conversations about acceptance and kindness, and being good role models to students on campus. Unfortunately, this performance at Voiceapella is in contrast
to the sort of environment we wanted to make this school year : a kind, respectful, tolerant, and compassionate campus. And despite this performance, the Leadership class has upheld this goal. We have worked together to serve the community and the school through service projects such as GATOR week and the Veterans
Day assembly. High school can be an unkind and dark place, especially if you are part of the one-third of American adolescents who are overweight or obese. But it
doesn’t have to be. If our campus leaders make a point to act with integrity and lead by example, then we can continue to have school events like Voiceapella that lift
up students without tearing others down.

- Editorial,Noel Gasca
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Homes games are bolded, support your Vikings!

1

April Fool’s Day
Mathematics
Awarness Month
Baseball vs Mt.
Vernon @LSHS
Soccer vs Cascade
@LSHS

5

6
Easter

12

7

Softball @ Cascade
Soccer @ Snohomish
Spring break begins

13
Boys Golf @ Everett
Girls Golf @ Burlington
Track @Arlington

19

20
Girls Golf @ Kamiak
Track @ Monroe

26

27

Boys Golf @
Kamiak
Girls Golf @
Snohomish
Tennis vs Snohomish @ LSHS
Track @ Mount
Vernon

Softball @ Snohomish

14
Boys Golf @ Kamiak
Tennis vs Jackson
@ LSHS
Softball vs Jackson
@ LSHS
Soccer @Mariner

21

Tennis
vs Mount
Vernon @
LSHS
Softball @ Mariner
Baseball vs Mariner @ LSHS
Soccer @ Jackson

28
Softball @ Monroe
Tennis @ Mariner
Baseball @ Snohomish
Soccer @ Cascade

2

3

Track @ Oak Harbor
Girls Golf @ Mercer
Island

8

9

Baseball vs Monroe @
LSHS
Soccer vs Mount Vernon @ LSHS

Baseball @ Monroe

15

16

Holocaust
Remembrance Day
Girls Golf @ Cascade
Baseball vs Kamiak @ LSHS

22

School Board
meeting @
6:30 p.m.
Earth Day
Girls Golf @ Marysville
Getchell
Tennis @ Kamiak
Baseball @ Mariner

29
Baseball @ Cascade

Track @ Snohomish

23
Track vs Stanwood @ LSHS
Passover begins

30

Tennis @
Jackson
Baseball vs
Jackson @LSHS
Softball vs Cascade
@ LSHS
Soccer vs Snohomish
@ LSHS

4

Lip Dub @
11 a.m.
CE Schedule
Tennis @ Snohomish
Baseball @ Mount
Vernon

10

11

17

Tennis @
Cascade
Baseball @
Kamiak
Softball vs Kamiak
@ LSHS
Soccer vs Kamiak
@ LSHS

18

24

25

Arbor Day
Tennis vs
Monroe @
LSHS
Baseball vs Snohomish @ LSHS
Softball vs Mount
Vernon @ LSHS
Soccer vs Monroe @
LSHS

Track @ Pasco

Track @ LSHS

